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Natural Law
–

–
–

a set of universal laws and principles
– includes mathematics, physics, logic, and morality
– non man made
– cannot be changed
– binding
– can be recognized and harmonized with
– leads to prosperity, health and happiness
– recognized through the process of truth discovery
– can be ignored and fought against
– leads to suffering, fighting, slavery, death and extinction.
– also known as “God's” law, cosmic spiritual law, karmic law
– many traditions have been wrong about “God's” law
– Islamic “Shariah” law has committed many atrocities in the name of enforcing
“God's Law”
– Christians have also persecuted many minority groups such as homosexuals in the
name of enforcing “God's Law”
– Critical, independent thought and decision making is the responsibility of each
individual
– Governs the consequences of human behavioral choices
Moral principles are based on equal rights and sovereignty
Sovereign means “Above Rulership” in latin
– Rulership, also known as slavery, is a relationship where the ruler or master issues
commands, and the slaves or citizens are expected to obey the commands of the master or
be violently punished, by the ruler himself or by obedient enforcers (house slaves, military,
police, prison guards).
– Ruler is believed to have “authority”
– authority, “the most dangerous superstition”, is the perceived “right” to rule
– sometimes authority is believed to come from God
– in the modern day, authority is believed to come from average every day people
– this is called a democracy, “rule by the people”
– Does any one individual person have the “right” to violently rule over any
other individual?
– If a planet existed with only two individuals on it, would one of those
individuals have an inherent “right” to boss around the other individual,
steal their stuff, and violently punish or kill them if they disobey
– If the answer is no, then expand this micro-cosmic example of only
two people out to a planet of 6 billion people and the same rules
apply
– if the answer is yes, then ask yourself where one of these people got
the inherent right to boss around and steal from the other person, or
did they just make it up and are they in reality a dominator
psychopath
– You can't delegate a “right” that you don't have
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The ruler or ruling class may also demand resources from the slave class, be that their
time, attention, the product of their labor, or even sex
– taxation
– driver's licenses

Problems with Democracy and U.S. Constitution
–

–

–

–
–

–

based on “representation”
– is it really even possible to fully re-present the views of another person?
– what if you have never met that person?
– what if the person does not consent to having their views re-presented?
– is it possible to fully re-present the views of multiple people who disagree?
– is it possible to fully re-present the views of millions of people who you have never
met that all disagree with each other about right and wrong, and some of whom do
not consent to being re-presented?
based on inequality in rights
– government has more rights than its subjects
– police have special rights that you don't have
– wearing funny costumes
– putting lights on their cars
– arresting people
– judge has special rights that even the police don't have
– legislatures have special rights that you don't have
– they have the magical right to decide what right and wrong are (lawful or unlawful),
decide who has what rights, and decide what people must be obligated to do with
their time
– The actual truth is that ALL PEOPLE HAVE EXACTLY THE SAME RIGHTS – we
are all judge, jury, and executioner.
– “Separation of powers” doctrine is bogus, as is “checks and balances”
Based on authority, the “divine right to rule”
– ruling class is more important or “essential” than anyone else in society
– all of us must obey the ruling class or they have the divine right to punish us as
violently, ruthlessly, and abundantly as they choose.
– Authority is a euphemism for slavery
– A religious belief
Turns wrong-doings into “rights” and true rights into wrong-doings
– war on drugs for example
Theft is imbedded into the constitution as something that is perfectly okay for the ruling
class to engage in
– Taxation is theft
– Taxation is coercion
– Taxation is non-voluntary
– Taxation is slavery
The constitutional “agreement” applies to people who didn't make that agreement and even
to future generations who aren't even born yet.
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Being born in a certain location doesn't mean you automatically agree with the way
people think and behave in that location, and certainly doesn't mean you agree to a
contract obligating you into slavery, serfdom, and submission
– Government is essentially a delusional, violence-based religion, and its followers are
dangerous cult members, especially police and military
Problems with man's law in general
– can change based on time and location
– not really a law then is it?
– One day its okay to grow certain plants, the next day it is a crime punishable by
incarceration or even death
– In one location it is okay to have a certain weapon, in a different location it is a crime
punishable by incarceration or even death
– based on the whims and preferences of the ruling class or legislature
– easily corruptible
– All the “laws” government passes are backed by police violence and death-threats
– Fail to pay a parking ticket, what happens?
– Court summons or warrant out for your arrest
– Refuse to go to court, what happens?
– Police show up at your door asking you to nicely to go with them to court.
Refuse to obey them and go nicely to court or jail, what happens?
– Police escalate force quickly.
– Resist arrest or use self-defensive force against police-gang members,
what happens?
– Police call in backup and lethal force is used to murder you.
– Some people refuse connect these simple dots in this small chain of events, and
therefore can't see that order-following thugs are holding them under duress at all
times.
– Cops who enforce arrest warrants know nothing about the individual and the situation or
“violation” and therefore put all their faith in the legislatures and judges
– what if the person with the arrest warrant didn't do anything wrong?
– That would make the police-gang members the bad guys, because they initiated
aggressive force against and innocent person.
– Police don't think about that or care, they are simply following orders for a
paycheck.
– That puts them on the same moral level as mafia hitmen.
– Personal responsibility to think for oneself, to make one's own decisions,
and to face the consequences of those decisions, cannot be spiritually
abdicated or abandoned.
– The government brainwashes police and military into thinking that
they can pass the buck to their commanders or to legislatures
– “I don't make the rules, I just enforce them”
– “If you have a problem, write your congressman”
– “You are making us do this, we don't want to do this to you” said as they smash an innocent person's car window for refusing a
search they had no right to conduct.
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Government attempts to turn these people into terminator-robots or
attack-dogs
– Their souls are destroyed by obeying and committing these everyday atrocities as a part of their jobs.
– They must pay the karmic debt that accumulate from their
personal actions, more-so than their politician or military
general overlords
– The overlords escape the brunt of the karmic debt by getting
other people, “useful dupes” to do the dirty work
– The overlords like Obomba appear to get away with their evil
deeds endlessly by bending natural law in this way, but
eventually it catches up even to them.
– Why do they give military men “dog” tags?
– Even cops who were not psychopathic when they joined the force
become psychopathic over time as a result of the constant stress
and destruction of empathy and conscience that is required to
violate people's rights on a daily basis.
– PTSD is very common for military vets
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The Fundamentals of Natural Law
Right vs. Wrong
–

–

What is a right?
– Based in truth
– An action which does not cause harm to the innocent
– Any action that is not a wrong-doing
What is a wrong-doing?
– An action that causes harm to the innocent
– Stealing
– Murder
– Assault
– Rape
– Trespass
– Coercion
– Kidnapping
– Vandalism
– Lying in a way that brings harm to the innocent
– Initiating aggressive force against someone else is always wrong
– Preventing someone from engaging in a right action (marijuana prohibition) is a wrongdoing. Preventing or regulating free trade in the free-economy is another good example.
– Appropriately responding to someone else's aggression is a right
– Who started the fight? - the critical question
– All wrong-doings create suffering
– All Wrong-doings can ultimately be boiled down to different forms of stealing
– Do not take what is not yours to take, or what is yours will be taken from you
– Do not do to others what you would not want done unto you, because what you do unto
others will be done unto you
– All wrong-doings are assaults on different forms of property

Self Defense
–

Is Self defense a right?
– Yes, self defense is the masculine principle, non-agression is the feminine principle
– Both principles are required and should be implemented for freedom to manifest
– If you violate others rights, you give up your right not to be violated.
– Self defense should not go over-board into excessive punishment, or revenge
– Defense of other innocent beings, such as children is also a right
– Watch out for hypocrites – see below
– The means and practice of self-defense must be maintained and preserved by each
individual ideally
– This was the true meaning and purpose of the second amendment, “A well-regulated
militia being necessary for freedom, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall
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not be infringed”
– “well-regulated” means in working order, maintained, up to date
– “well-regulated” is an old-timey colloquial phrase, “a well-regulated clock”
– “well-regulated” has nothing to do with government regulation
– “free state” means the state of being free, not a free police-state, free government or
another contradiction in terms.
– the Militia is not the national guard, the police, or any other government group
– the true Militia is the full-body of the people, anyone willing and able to take up
arms to protect freedom and ensure justice for all threats, those within their group
and those foreign threats.
– That means you, me and your neighbor down the street
– This right does not come from the constitution, but is a divine birth-right
– The militia should have the best arms and the best training available as long as those
arms and training are not produced and created at the expense of other innocent beings
– cutting down trees to build catapults is destruction of the environment
– Mining the earth to forge metals often involves environmental destruction
– destroying the environment is a natural law violation
– Those who destroy the environment will be destroyed.
– Testing nuclear bombs in the earth's atmosphere destroys the environment, is an
assault on other beings, and is a crime
– owning nuclear armaments, however is not a crime
– this right of self-defense belongs to each individual, and should not be given
only to government as a monopoly
– government, “mind control” in latin, should not exist
– nuclear armaments should be tested in deep space, where there effects won't
kill biological life
– How would someone come to own nuclear armaments or other weapons
without killing the earth?
– Stealing them from bad (destructive) people to disempower them from
using them to spread death.
– If you engage in violating natural law rights, you give up your right to
be left alone.
Self-defense training is especially important for women and children, as again, they are
naturally most responsible for their own safety
– Nobody can get to your body to defend it faster than you can
– Attacks can happen in a split second, before ones spouse, friends, or guardians even
notice a threat in the environment.
– Firearms training is important to level the battle-field
– Hand to hand martial arts training is equally if not more important, because firearms and
weapons are not always on hand.
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Property Rights
–

All rights are ultimately property rights
– What constitutes your property?
– Did you rightfully acquire the property?
– Property that you stole from innocent individuals is not truly yours and others would
be justified in forcefully returning it to the true owner
– Are you using the property?
– Are you responsible for guarding and upkeep on the property?
– Your body is always your property
– The product of your physical labor is always your property
– Your immediate living environment is your property
– Other entities, including PLANTS and ANIMALS are not truly your property
– In the human domain, where most of us have some amount of guilt, these beings can
sometimes be claimed as property
– See section below “Hipocrisy”
– Property rights “tresspassing” must be balanced with right to travel freely
– In the natural world, these happens organically based on over-lapping toroidal fields
surrounding individual beings
– Get to close to the bear, go to deep in its cave, or get to close to its kids, and it will
attack.
– Verbal warnings are often used to keep someone from getting too close
– Dogs barking when you come close to their territory
– Physical self-defensive force should be reserved for up-close and personal threats
– Threat assessment
– is the person a friend, enemy, or unknown
– How far away is the person
– How well armed are they
– Do they respond to verbal warnings or “no tresspassing” signs
– Escalation of force
– Should be done gradually
– Starts with verbal warnings
– Warning shots could be fired if the potential enemy is armed
– Over-reacting to a perceived threat may bring negative karmic consequences
– Incorrectly assessing someone else as a threat when they are innocent will bring
negative karmic consequences
– There are natural empty spaces between most toiroidal fields that allow for free travel
– Man's Law and the False Ownership Grid
– Based on money
– money isn't real, might as well be using Monopoly board game money
– Inequality in rights
– only bankers are allowed to print money
– if anyone else prints money, it is called counterfeit, and it is punishable by
imprisonment or death
– Left-brain imbalanced
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No organic toroidal field loose and flexible boundaries
Square-shaped properties with strait lines
Requires a near infinite amount of resources be wasted on fencing
No room for free travel, except on government-built roads and sidewalks
– Fear of crossing imaginary property lines inconveniences people, often trapping
them in
– Miles and miles of No-bathroom zones for walkers and bikers
– Police are often the ones who enforce these imaginary property lines
– Good for a surveillance state
No trust or relationship with neighbors
– Neighbors move in and out of “prison cells” in the city frequently
– Can't win at monopoly? Fail to pay rent? You are out and a new neighbor is in
Rent and mortgage
– Immoral
– False claim of ownership by bankers, corporate elite, and Landlords (mid-evil
feudalism)
– Slavery
– People who “own” a lot of “property” in the current false ownership governmentviolence backed system may be very resistant to seeing this truth, they perceive that
they have a lot to lose, are highly invested in what they have built, and haven't
imagined how much better the world would be without slavery
– Claiming ownership of someone else's immediate living environment is essentially
claiming ownership of that person's body – SLAVERY
– If the property is sold by the corporate “owners” (or repossessed by the bank),
the person is expected to vacate the property or face police VIOLENCE
– Corporate “owners” have often never visited the properties they claim ownership
over, and they do no work upkeeping these properties, they have simply won it
in a false game of Monopoly.
– Many of these corporate “owners” are not even real people, but rather just a
label, “Chase Bank” for example
An imaginary entity cannot own something that is real
– “Wal-mart” is imaginary
– A ghost in a machine
– A label, software in a computer system
– The “US Government” is also imaginary
– Other corporate entities, “Target”, “Monsanto”, “Microsoft”, “US Bank” are entirely
imaginary, fictional, mental fake constructs of delusional minds. Because they are
not real, they cannot possibly own something in reality.
– Think “The Bank” in the board game Monopoly owning your actual house, your
car, and your body, its ridiculous
– These imaginary entities are given “rights” and relate to each other as if they were
real people in the fake corporate-government system.
– They ultimately require debt-slaves in order to function, otherwise no one would
obey them
– debt-slavery is ultimately enforced by police
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Police-violence or the threat of police-violence is what is behind all corporatecontrolled government policy
– This is the unspoken and unexplored shadow that people are unconscious of
but subconsciously fearful of

Intellectual “Property”
–

Many people have been persecuted by the legal system for violations of intellectual “property”
– This mind-control program starts when people are in grade school. They are taught a leftbrain imbalanced set of rules to ensure they don't plagiarize others work.
– Kids in school are penalized or disciplined if they accidentally say something the same
way someone else said it in the past. I often had to come up with creative ways to say
the exact same thing as someone else, changing the wording into a more awkward
synonymous phrase to get around these rules.
– Lots of extra work is required to cite every phrase that someone else has already said in
the past.
– It can be impossible to know 100% that someone has not said something in the
published literature that is verbatim exactly how you would naturally say it.
– This left-brain imbalanced, fear-based system of citations is an assault on the rightbrain, which is much more flowing, pulling from information in the memory in a more
random way, and less concerned with such trivialities.
– This unnecessary burden creates writer's block, and discourages people from
publishing, due to all the extra, unnecessary work.
– The professional science journals are especially obsessed with citations, slowing
down the experiments, and adding countless burdens to career-scientists.
– Citing other people's work is a polite thing to do, but it can distract the reader if done
excessively, and not doing it is certainly not a crime, because nothing was stolen.
– People cannot own ideas, or information
– Ideas and information cannot be stolen
– Although they can be copied.
– Copying information someone else has already put out is not stealing “their” idea,
“their” words, or “their” research, as the person who thought of it first still has the idea,
they still have their written words, and their research is still in their possession
– Copying isn't stealing
– Claiming someone else's original research as your own is lying, and is vain and rude, but
it's not a crime deserving jail-time and other physical punishments.
– This type of dis-information should be combatted with truthful words instead of
physical punishments.
– Not citing other's research does not automatically equate to a claim that you did the
original experimentation and research, as again, some writers need to stay in the
creative flow and not get bogged down with technicalities.
– People's homes have been raided at gunpoint over “copywritten” files downloaded on bit
torrent and other non-controlled internet protocols.
– Raiding someone's home at gunpoint is tresspassing, vandalism, assault, coercion, and
holding someone under durress, and kidnapping.
– Order-following Cops commit these crimes for a paycheck
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– Innocent people and animals are often harmed in no-knock raids.
People are attached to the idea of intellectual “property” because they perceive that this fakelaw benefits them.
– Patent office is used to obtain a monopoly on technology, giving businesses a chance to
make more money, at the expense of true societal progress
– People needlessly re-invent the wheel countless times to stay competitive with
businesses who have a new technology patented
– Improvements on newly-invented technology are stifled, because people aren't allowed
to start where the inventor left off
– The patent office is corrupt. New, disruptive technologies are denied and even
confiscated from the inventors because they are a threat to “national security”,
– Really they are a threat to established monopolies like the oil industry
– See the Invention Secrecy Act, and research the countless clean energy inventions,
like cars that run on water instead of gasoline, that have been suppressed and
disappeared by the corrupt patent office and the obsession with owning an idea.
Intellectual “property” is a symptom of scarcity-based thinking
– Why would someone need to monopolize an idea if they didn't need to pay rent, mortgage,
interest on loans, and other bills?
– All of these bills are truly unnecessary burdens that government and banks have placed
on everyone
– If everyone was allowed to implement new ideas, (their God-given right), the society would
many more builders, inventors, and resources for everyone to use.
Intellectual “property” may soon lead to human DNA being “owned” by mega-corporations.
– This is a claim of ownership on other people's bodies.
– The new covid-19 vaccines are advertised as genetically modifying peoples RNA and DNA
– Monsanto has already claimed to “own” their GMO foods, using government to persecute
and fine farmers who happen to live next to a Monsanto GMO farm, due to the wind
carrying GMO seed into their fields.
The abandonment of intellectual “property” mind-control has the potential of freeing humanity
in ways that are unimaginable to most people
– Cryptocurrency keys are an example of intellectual “property”
– “Don't let someone steal your crypto-keys”
– “Its really important to own your own crypto-keys”
– Crypto-currency is just another form of money.
– Crypto is infinitely more fair and less corrupt than fiat currencies like the US Dollar
– Money isn't real
– Money only exists in the mind and in software
– Is any other video game or computer software “real”
– Is the money that characters use in popular video games “real”, why don't we
just use video game money instead of “real” money?
– Money is an unnecessary middle man preventing people from doing daily things
– Money is a tool of enslavement
– Near infinite amounts of computing resources must be used to keep track of money
– These resources are not free, blood, attention, labor, sweat and tears, tears of the
earth are the payment for these machines.
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Money does not facilitate transactions between people, but rather gets in the way
– People are so brainwashed, that they will not collaborate to do a job unless there
is money involved, even if their lives depend on the job getting done.
– If no one has enough money to pay for a job or to pay for goods at a store, the
job isn't done and the person goes hungry while the food rots
– Wouldn't it be better if people just did things without this fake, archonic AI,
robot intelligence black mirror simulation perversion being placed above
everything else in reality?
If people trusted each other and in general were doing things they actually love
doing (things they aren't coerced into doing by the government-banker-coporate
crime matrix), they would have no need for money at all and a gift economy would
be the norm.
Gift-economies are the most-evolved
– In a gift economy there is less resistance (money is not the “current” in the
world, but rather the resistance)
– Energy would flow faster
– People's attention and time would be free'd up
– People would no longer fear running out of money
– This deathly fear of something that isn't even real often causes people to
act violently, and gets people throwing their time and lives away in
useless, often harmful pursuits and endeavors.
– People would have such an abundance that they could give extra resources
away to those in need.
– Abundance comes from being on your true heart-felt path
– Money does not provide abundance, despite all of the mind-control trying
to convince you that it does
– Money actually gets in the way of abundance
– It is really more of a tragedy than a good thing that people in this
messed up reality are mind-controlled into putting money on such a
pedestal that those of us who see through it are forced to use it
anyway because surviving totally alone as a societal outcast is
difficult for someone with human-conditioning. As long as we are
dependent on dollar-connected grocery stores, gas pumps, and people
who believe all of this is good, abandoning the use of money
altogether remains difficult.
– There was no money in Star-Trek, rather, the team members just shared
resources and gave each other things because of their unified mindset of
agreement.
– Most healthy families use a gift economy, instead of keeping track of everything
everyone does on paper or in a computer system
– Humanity is just a big (currently disfunctional) family
– This is because they instinctively realize the futility and waste of mental
bandwidth of endlessly tracking everything every member of the family does
in order to somehow divide resources “fairly”
If all accountants and bankers were to quit their jobs and take up organic farming,
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we would all be much happier, healthier, and sexier.
Money is an AI robot perversion of the Divine Feminine energy
– Government is the perversion of the Divine Masculine (use of force)
– Water is a symbol for the Feminine,
– Words like current-sea (water) (flow of electrons), liquidity, Capital
(importance), Mon-eye (one-eye, the ancient symbol for divine spiritual vision,
knowledge, and consiousness), flow, staying afloat financially, mammon
(mammary glands)
– Money is supposed to represent value (femininity)
– Money has no intrinsic value
– Money cannot be eaten, does not make you healthier
– Money isn't even real
– Why not just value reality, instead of cutting the rainforest down and
enslaving animals to make fake mon-eye?
– The money system tends to make what should be a healthy reality into an
artificial computer simulation, complete with NPCs (non-player characters)
who are totally taken over by the system to the point where they can't think
for themselves.
– People literally don't even decide what time they want to get out of bed in
the morning, the money system has them on a 9 to 5

Principle of polarity
–
–

–

–

–

–
–

Some actions are more wrong than others
The amount of self-defensive force used should correspond to how wrong someone is
behaving
– a serial child rapist may need to be dealt with much harsher than an accidental trespasser
– stealing a person's car is more wrong that stealing their bicycle
At one end of the polarity is perfect, harmonious action that causes no harm to any innocent
beings, not even plants or microbes
– when people behave this way, they create a perfect, free world with joy, happiness,
health and abundance
at the other end of the polarity is the most evil, harmful, tortuous actions possible to take
against innocent people
– When people behave this way, they drive themselves to death, slavery, and extinction
Hypocrisy – VERY IMPORTANT
“Judge not lest ye be judged”
– Nature will apply the same moral standard you apply to others directly to you
– Be careful punishing other people and using force to defend the innocent
– To be safe, reserve use of force only for the worst offenders in society
You will be safe enforcing natures laws onto people and other beings only if you are well
above them in terms of objective morality based good life-style
Example, “I want to use force to stop other people from enslaving animals”
– In what ways have you endangered innocent animals in your life?
– Ever accidentally hit an animal with your car?
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Have you ever destroyed the environments that animals live in, either with a
chainsaw or lawnmower?
– Maybe you accidently ran over a few rodents with the lawnmower
– Have you ever had a pet “fixed” or neutered?
– Maybe you control your pet with electric fences, limiting their life experience,
and taking away their right to travel freely
– Have you brought harm to or enslaved innocent higher natural beings?
– Have you ever harmed an innocent human?
– Trees are higher beings than plants, but may not be as high in consiousness as dogs,
cows, etc..
– If the answer to all of these questions is a resounding No, then nature and karmic law
may honor your intention to police humans who cause harm to animals
– Clean up the worst offenders in your environment first
– Are there any thieves, rapists, murderers, or kidnappers, or intimidating dominators
in your environment?
– work on these people first
– the police regularly engage in many of these bad behaviors, especially coercion,
theft, kidnapping, and intimidation, yet brainwashed people give them a free pass
while coming down on other, much more innocent people for minor offenses.
– Police are the worlds biggest hypocrites
– They sometimes physically threaten and often attack people over
offenses as small as throwing litter on the ground, but then turn around
and steal from innocent people, “just doing my job”
– In order to pull someone over for speeding, the cop must drive the same
speed as the person they are pulling over. Why are they allowed to drive
fast and no one else is? and why do they get to drive cars with emergency
lights on and wear certain uniforms, but if anyone else does it, it is
“impersonating a police officer” - an offense punishable by imprisonment
or death?
– Badges do not grant extra rights
– Words can often convince a person to change their behaviors without forceful action
– getting a large amount of people to confront a problem-person is more effective than
only a single person pointing out that they are doing something wrong
– Present a solution as well as pointing out the problem behavior
– Show how the solution is a much easier and better way for the problem-person to get
what they truly want
– For example, show that veganism leads to better health and is much less work
than animal farming.
– Less plants are killed when you directly eat the plants for energy, instead of
farming animals which feeds on plants. Much more energy and work efficient.
In the human domain, many people are guilty of all kinds of relatively small things under
God's objective moral law
– Cutting down trees and smaller plants
– Enslaving animals or limiting their experience by fencing them in
– Take the example of two cattle farmers
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Both are guilty of using violence and enslaving animals, limiting their experience in
If farmer A were to steal a cow from farmer B, Farmer B would be justified in using
self-defensive force to prevent Farmer A from stealing “his” cow, even though
objectively, both farmers are to some degree criminals and have no right to enslave
and murder innocent animals
– This is the only sense, in the human domain, where morality has a form of
relativism
– Relative to other humans, who behave objectively better, we are all not on
that higher standard of morality, and so we can only enforce a relatively less
strict standard of morality on each other, without acting hypocritically.
– Higher forces, including other humans, who are much more in alignment
with God's objective moral law, could look at this lower, more evil
culture, and accurately recognize them as such, and may even be justified
in cleaning up the karmic mess that they percieve
– Think of a neighboring tribe who thinks it is perfectly acceptable to
rape and torture children, sacrificing them to Moloch or some other
demonic entity
– Most people would agree it would be justified to use force and
weaponry to stop this from happening, rescue the children and
help them learn to heal and be better people.
– Moral relativism in the secular sense is really moral nihilism, the total
rejection of moral spiritual teachings in favor of Social Darwinism, egoic
selfishness, and survival of the most cunning and ruthless
– Government is entirely based on moral relativism
– What is right (“lawful”) today is wrong (“unlawful”) tomorrow
– What is right (“lawful”) in Missouri is wrong (“unlawful”) in
Arkansas
– No society that embraces moral relativism can ever be truly free
– The Objective Law of freedom:
– The more moral the individuals in a society behave the more free
the society is as a whole
– The more immoral the individuals in a society behave, the less
free the society is as a whole
– as above so below, the hermetic principle of correspondence
– Under objective moral law, they are attracting problems to themselves
– Those who farm and enslave WILL BE farmed and enslaved.
– Animal products carry toxic energies to those who consume them as a balancing
force to tell humans it is objectively wrong to enslave animals, no matter how
good it tastes
– Enslaving plants (Sprouts, microgreens, spinach-beds) is much cleaner, but not
perfect, karma, much longer life-spans with less stress can be had on a vegan diet
Another example of hypocrisy
– I want to use force to stop people from drinking alcohol
– Posessing alcohol is not a crime
– Drinking alcohol does cause damage to lower life-systems
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cells in the body and organ systems are harmed
– in this sense it is a crime
– karma and suffering are generated for the alcoholic
– In what way have you caused harm to lower life forms?
– Ever mowed your lawn, or used some kind of toxic cleaner?
– Does anything you eat or consume also have toxic energies associated with it?
– Better to just use words to convince a person to stop drinking, or simply wait for them to
commit a higher-order crime in the human domain such as tresspassing, theft, assault, or
vandalism, before using force
– Using force to prevent someone from operating large machinery while drunk may be
justified, but police do not have a monopoly on this power, it is a shared responsibility
that all of us have.
– The 0.08% BAC, as well as the “you cant drink until your 21” rule is another
example of left-brain imbalanced, one sized fits all “solutions” to problems, which
are very typical with government laws or scripts
Another example of hypocrisy
– I want to use force to stop people from looking at child porn
– In order to determine if someone is viewing child porn, you have to view the files on
their computer, “incriminating” yourself
– Having files on a computer and viewing them is not actually a crime, although
producing violent content would be
– FBI and other government agencies who prosecute people for child-porn possession
must also be in possession of child porn, and have looked at it to determine what it
is, in order to criminally prosecute them
– These agencies and these laws are often used to protect child-traffickers like
Epstein by making it illegal for anyone other than government agencies to
investigate them
– Very easily corruptible, many agents of the state and deep state are currently
involved in child sex trafficking as well as distributing child porn.
– By giving away power and responsibility to investigate crimes to other people
(government), you actually enable criminals
– Looking at any type of porn with the intention to pleasure oneself is a very dangerous
habit that is similar to hard drug use
– Negatively affects multiple physiological systems
– Throws hormones off balance such as testosterone, dopamine, and adrenaline
– Burns the brain
– Damages reproductive systems
– Ruins a persons ability to healthfully attract mates in real life
– Creates a “Creepy” vibe
– Creates awkwardness and unconfidence
– Teaches the brain that partners are an expendable resource
– Creates self loathing because others reject your creepy vibes
– Destroys a person's life force energy
– leads to lack of energy, weakened immune system
– lack of attractiveness and confidence due to lack of energy
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Leads to depression
However, Vices are not wrong-doings in the human domain
– other humans would not be justified in punishing someone for or forcefully
stopping someone from engaging in self-destructive vices such as drug
addiction, alcohol use, and porn consumption
– The “war on drugs” is one of the greatest modern examples of hypocrisy and
government persecution.
– Once a person crosses the line into harming or stealing from other innocent
people, they have then given up their right to be left alone
– Many drugs can degrade a person's consciousness, self control, and life to
the point where they use theft and violence to maintain their habit, once
their addiction reaches this point, others are justified in using selfdefensive force against them

Following orders - “Just doing my job”
–
–
–
–
–

Objective moral law does not care why you did something wrong, it just takes your behavior
and gives you a result similar to a math equation
Order-followers are always MORE morally culpable for their actions than order-givers
– They are the one's most responsible for the manifestation of the dark new-world order
Order-givers (Politicians, military generals, judges, etc..) are escaping the brunt of the
karmic consequences because they get other people to do their dirty work for them.
Order followers (attack dogs) are often used up and then thrown away by their psychopathic
overlords.
Military and police death-cults are based entirely on following orders (aka enforcing laws)
– Individual thinking is destroyed
– The use of one's heart and conscience is destroyed
– conscience means “common sense”, or “to know together”
– Order-givers claim they are responsible for the actions of the order-followers, and orderfollowers blame their order-givers for their own actions
– This leads to endlessly passing the buck and playing the blame game, leading to no
one being held accountable
– Order-givers use cult-programming techniques to brainwash order-followers into
commiting attrocities against the innocent
– Isolation from family members and the public
– Thin blue line culture
– Military culture separated from everyone else on military bases and boot camps
– “Social distancing”
– Conformity
– Uniforms
– Obey “authority” or be punished
– Indoctrination through repetition of dogmatic axioms
– TV Watchers constantly hearing government opinions about coronavirus and
masks
– 99.999% of people including government-cult members and mainstream
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media reporters have no way of directly verifying even the existence of
viruses. All their information is given to them by authorities or taken in
second hand from a tiny elite group PhD virologists
– Does a microscope exists that is capable of 100% proving that virus
particles are causing people to be sick, and are the vector of
transmission?
– Almost nobody owns such a microscope and even the virology
experts, which is only 0.001% of scientists, probably do not own such
a device, it probably doesn't exist
– What about other factors, endless environmental toxins and placebo
affect
– If you scare the shit out of everyone about a new mysterious illness,
some of the most scared may manifest symptoms with only their
mind
– Authorities will hand-select their “expert” PhDs to push their agenda,
locking any contradictory expert opinions out of conversation.
– There are countless other smoking-guns, problems, and holes in the official
coronavirus narrative, too many to go into here, but it is similar in that regard
to the 9-11 terrorist attacks
– Us vs. Them mentality
– Prison guards vs. prisoners
– Military vs. civilians
– Police vs. citizens
– “Our” troops vs “terrorists” or enemy armies
– Covid Mask-wearers vs non-mask wearers
– Trauma
– Endless physical exercise on a poor diet for military men
– Puts brain and mind into an easily programmable state
– Lack of sleep
– Verbal abuse by drill sergeants
– Showing videos and endlessly talking about “the enemy” attacking “our team”
during police and military training.
– Mainstream media endlessly talking about people who supposedly died of
coronavirus
– Ends in cult-members physically initiating violence against innocent people outside
of their cult
– Endless pointless wars
– These death rituals may actually be human sacrifice rituals to otherdimensional demonic entities
– Police murdering people on the street and imprisoning the innocent
– Police may start arresting people who do not wear masks and even summarily
executing them on the street if they resist arrest
Order following is childish and evil
– a child claiming that “because Johnny told me to hit sally, you should punish him
instead of me”
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Order-followers abandon the responsibility to first decide for themselves whether the
actions they take are moral or immoral.
“I was just following orders” should never be accepted as an excuse
3 types of order-followers
– Abdicators
– “I blame my actions on my commanders”
– “Write your politician if you have a problem”
– “I don't make the law, I just enforce it”
– Naive or incorrect
– “I think what I am doing is right”
– it is actually causing harm to innocent people or destroying freedom
– Psychopath
– “I know what I am doing is wrong, but I enjoy it”
– government is a psychopath magnet
Many corporate employees are also order-followers
– The key question is, “Are these employees behaving wrongly”
– Loggers, baby seal clubbers, slaughterhouse employees

Cosmic Forgiveness
–

Self-inflicted damage created by violating natural law can be healed over time

–

The process of universal (divine) forgiveness begins when the individual admits they were
wrong and changes their behavior to stop violating others rights
– The most powerful words “I was wrong”
– accepting the truth of natural law
– The bad behavior must be stopped for healing to begin

More information available at www.whatonearthishappening.com and www.lbry.tv/@anarchy

